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Nanosized metal nitrides, due to their chemical characteristics which make them

sustainable alternatives to noble metals in catalysis, have drawn the attention of

researchers worldwide. Transition metal nitrides are very similar in their method of

synthesis, properties, and applications. Their synthetic parameters are considered to

be the main factor for determining the effectiveness of metal nitrides in photocatalysis,

energy storage devices, remediation of environmental pollutants, gas sensors, and

biomedical applications. This review focuses on very recent advances made in synthetic

approaches and electrocatalytic applications of metal nitrides. The synthetic approaches

will provide an overview of cost of production and consumption of energy and time

required for synthesis. Furthermore, some recent techniques that offer new paths for

researchers, such as electrochemical, sol-gel, solvothermal, sonochemical, solid-state

reaction, chemical synthesis, and many more, are also discussed. Various applications

in electrocatalysis, water splitting, lithium ion batteries, and super-capacitors, etc. are

summarized. We are confident that this review will provide very useful information

for the upcoming community of researchers interested in synthesizing nitrides for

various applications.

Keywords: metal nitrides, properties, synthesis, water splitting, LIBs, SCs, NIBs, fuel cells

INTRODUCTION

Nanostructured materials have been shown greater attention because of their excellent properties
in many fields, for example nanomagnetism, electrocatalysis, environmental, and biomedical
applications. Development in nanotechnology is helpful to enhance properties related to their size,
which has proven to be an important factor.

Nitrogen is considered to be a versatile element that has the ability to form compounds with
many elements of the periodic table, especially metals. The bond formation of nitrogen with the
least electronegative elements, such as transition elements, forms very stable compounds in the
form of metal nitrides. Metal nitrides have richer bonding schemes (Hugosson et al., 2004; Yang Z.
et al., 2017), owing to the greater electrons present in the bond than that of electrons localized on
the anion lattice that is visualized in their optical and electronic properties. Nitrides are compounds
in which N is formally anionic N3−.

Metal-nitrogen bonds are rich in electrons in relation to chemical bonding, hence making
nitrides essentially more interesting because of their electronic, catalytic, and magnetic properties
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(Giordano and Antonietti, 2011). Nitrides can be classified
according to their bonding: (i) Nitrides that are formed from
metals of group I and group II generate compounds that have an
ionic bond. For instance, Li3N shows excellent ionic conductivity
(Alpen et al., 1977); (ii) Members of group III and group IV
form nitrides that have a covalent bond. They are seen to be
semi-conductive or non-conductive with hardness and a higher
melting point (Wild et al., 1972); and (iii) Transitionmetal nitride
bonding takes place with contributions from ionic, covalent, and
metallic bonding, that for are essential for their versatile physical
and chemical properties (Didziulis et al., 2003; Hugosson et al.,
2004).

Nitrides are considered to be more covalent as compared
to other oxides because of their lower 2p orbital of Oxygen as
compared to that of Nitrogen. Because of the greater covalent
character of nitrides, they have many photo-electric applications,
for instance LEDs (light-emitting diodes) (Nakamura, 2015),
laser diodes, wide band gap power electronics, etc.

The formation of transition metal nitrides alters the d-band
of the parent metal that results in the decrease of the d-band
metal. This decrease of the d-band metal causes increased DOS
(density of states) near Fermi level compared to that of the parent
metal (Siegel, 1979). These DOS changes in transition metal
nitrides promotes catalytic activities, that are unlike those from
the parent metals and are instead similar to noble metals (Jansen
and Hoffmann, 1988; Oyama, 1992).

The use of nitrides is increasing rapidly as they have the
ability to replace standard goods for wider applications, such
as electrical devices, gas sensing, ceramics, environmental
remediation, and medicines. Recently, nanoparticles that
have different morphologies and hollow structures have been
attracting the attention of researchers, owing to their low density,
large surface area, thin walls, ionic conductivity, electrical
properties, enhanced chemical activity, and high conductivity
(Cheng et al., 2006; Guo et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2008; Karan
et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2009; Sinev et al., 2018; Cao et al., 2020).
Metal nitrides also possess superior properties such as being
weather resistant, higher melting points, enhanced electronic
properties, and electrocatalytic properties (Rohmer et al., 2000;
Chang et al., 2002; Nelson and Wagner, 2002) when compared
to pristine metal oxide. Because of a stronger covalent bond,
these materials have a higher mechanical strength and wear
resistance. They can be used for semiconductor devices (GaN,
AlN, InN), for hydrogen storage (Luo et al., 2009), as a magnetic
material (Hadjipanayis et al., 1992; Hadjipanayis, 1999), gas
barrier (Oyama, 1996), and also as metal oxy-nitrides (Alexander
and Hargreaves, 2010; Chen et al., 2010). Transition metal
nitrides are considered to be promising electrode materials for
many devices, such as supercapacitors, due to their physical,
chemical, and mechanical properties (Arico et al., 2011; Chen
et al., 2012). Transition metal nitrides such as MoxN (Shah
et al., 2014), VN (Eustache et al., 2013; Lucio-Porto et al.,
2014), CrN (Banakh et al., 2003), TiN (Achour et al., 2015;
Kao et al., 2016), Ni3N (Balogun et al., 2016), and Mo2N (He
et al., 2020) are considered to be potent electrode materials for
super capacitors because of their low cost, excellent electronic
conductivity, high stability at higher temperatures, and good

chemical resistance. 2D (two-dimensional) materials, having
versatile electrical and electronic properties, has been gaining
increased research attention due to their being seen as different
from their bulk counterparts.

MXenes, a type of 2D metal carbide, and nitrides are
in greater demand because of their outstanding properties
and applications. Their properties, including greater electrical
conductivity and their hydrophilic surfaces (Ghidiu et al., 2014;
Anasori et al., 2017), have made them potent candidates for
use in energy storing devices (Lukatskaya et al., 2013; Naguib
et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2015), EMI (electromagnetic interference)
shielding (Shahzad et al., 2016; Liu J. et al., 2017), and many
more applications.

MXenes can be used in transparent conductors (Wu and Yang,
2017), field effect transistors (Kim et al., 2015), super capacitors
(Khazaei et al., 2016), LIBs (Li-ion batteries), magnetic interface
(MI) shielding (Shahzad et al., 2016), as fillers in polymeric
hybrid nanocomposites (Wang P. et al., 2017), purifiers (Roy
et al., 2015), appropriate reactant for dyes, catalysts (Wang
L. et al., 2017) used in methane storage, as photo catalysts
for H2 production (Ran et al., 2017), and also as a ceramic
biomaterial with increased photo thermal conversion efficiency
for the treatment of cancer. In theoretical terms, MXenes
have shown many possible applications in magnetic, electronic,
optical, thermoelectronic (Gandi et al., 2016), and sensing devices
(He et al., 2015), as well as being a new material for nano
scale superconductivity.

The use of nitride MXenes in energy storage devices and
plasmonics (Naik et al., 2012; Soundiraraju and George, 2017)
has been gaining greater attention (Morel et al., 2016) due to
their higher electrical conductance as compared to that of metal
carbides could be used. For instance, the higher volumetric
capacitance of 928 Fcm−3 in H2SO4 electrolyte shows an
outstanding rate performance in the case of 2D MoN (Xie
et al., 2014). 2D metal nitrides are found to be interesting
candidates for optics, plasmonics, metamaterial devices, and
capacitors. MXenes have a larger surface area that is inherited
from their 2D structure and shows their greater potential for
electrochemical energy storing applications. Studies revealed that
MXenes’ surface is negatively charged because of electronegative
oxygen or fluorine atoms attached in terminal groups. This is
why MXene have the ability to show reversible electrochemical
intercalation of cations, which includes Na+ (sodium ion), as
well as Mg+2 (magnesium) and Al+3 (aluminum) ions, that have
stronger Columbic interactions between cations and MXenes.
An overview of structure, synthetic methodologies, and various
applications of metal nitrides are discussed in this article.

Synthesis of Metal Nitrides
Nitrides are comprised of a huge class of compounds that
have a larger structural variety and a greater range of fields
in which they could be applied. Common synthesis routes
include carbothermal reduction, solid state metathesis, and high
temperature approaches, such as direct nitridation.

There are two synthetic methods for the formation of metal
nitrides: (i) the physical method and (ii) the chemical method
(Giordano and Antonietti, 2011). The physical method includes
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physical vapor deposition (Andrievski, 1997), plasma, and laser
methods (Vissokov et al., 2003; Schaaf et al., 2005). These
methods are used for the synthesis of a few products, such as
TiN and CrN. Whereas the chemical method involves reactions
ofmetals with nitrogen (N2) sources (NH3 or N2 gas) at increased
temperatures (800–2,000◦C) (Volpe and Boudart, 1985; Buha
et al., 2007; Yao et al., 2009). Chemical methods are considered
to be more flexible with a wide range of nitrides.

Some synthetic methods are discussed here.

Solvothermal Method
The solvothermal method is very similar to the hydrothermal
method. In solvothermal method, precursor solvent is non-
aqueous while in hydrothermal method solvent used is aqueous.
This method is helpful to control the size, shape, and crystallinity
of nanosized metal oxides. These parameters can be altered
by reaction time, solvent type, temperature, etc. By using this
method of synthesis, products of a metastable state and specific
phases can be obtained, and materials that have a high vapor
pressure and low melting points can be easily synthesized.
The main disadvantage of this technique is that it requires a
longer time, whichmay cause the agglomeration of nanoparticles.
Moreover, the high pressure developed in the autoclave may
cause an explosion.

Balogun et al. (2014) synthesized TiN nanowires by annealing
on a fabric of carbon. Synthesized nanoparticles were confirmed
by SEM (scanning electron microscopy), TEM (transmission
electron microscopy), HRTEM (high resolution TEM), XRD (X-
ray diffraction), and SAED (selected area electron diffraction)
techniques (Balogun et al., 2014).

Wang G. et al. (2017) synthesized VN nanoribbons aerogels
with a three-dimensional structure. This process was developed
through the formation of ammonia nitridation and vanadium
oxides using the hydrothermal method. In this method of
synthesis, a mixture of NH4VO3 in water and ethanol containing
a few drops of HCl was transferred to a Teflon-lined steel
autoclave for 20 h at 180◦C. After the process of washing and
drying, the obtained product was annealed at 550◦C for 3 h
under a mixture of NH3 and Ar gases. Results showed that the
as-synthesized sample contained organized microstructures, and
hence had the ability to provide multi-pathways for the transfer
of electrons.

Recently, Jia et al. (2020) developed a strategy to form a
3D structure of VN microsheets shelled with N-doped carbon
layer (VN@NC) for its electrochemical uses by using PVP as
a carbon source and melamine as a nitrogen source. VN@NC
was synthesized using the hydrothermal method, in which
a 3D sponge-like V2O5 aerogel was synthesized using the
hydrothermal treatment with H2O2 and then was freeze dried.
Through the melamine reduction process, V2O5 was converted
into porous crystalline VN and an N doped carbon layer was
prepared by pyrolysis of PVP.

A 3D hollow structure has been an effective strategy for
improving structural stability and capacity performance. In this
respect, Wang et al. (2019) synthesized MoN-nitrogen doped
carbon (MoN@NC) hollow spheres assembled from nanosheets
by the one-pot hydrothermal process followed by the in-situ
nitridation process. MoO2(acac)2, glucose, and thiourea were

used as precursors for the synthesis of MoN@NC. All of these
were dissolved in deionized water and stirred for 30min, then
transferred to a Teflon-lined steel autoclave at 200◦C for 12 h
in an oven. After washing and drying, the resulting product
was transferred to a horizontal tube furnace and annealed at
800◦C for 1.5 h in the presence of ammonia to obtain MoN@NC
hollow spheres. The morphology and internal structure of this
as-synthesized hollow sphere was measured by XRD, XPS (X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy), SEM, and TEM.

It may be noted that this method of synthesis can be easily
rendered for a wide range of compositions and is considered to
be a convenient method for the synthesis of all types of nitrides.

Sol Gel Method
In this method of synthesis, metal solutions are required for the
synthesis of solid materials, passing through a gel intermediate
containing both solid and liquid phases. This method requires
low temperature synthesis as compared to other method of
synthesis with fast rates of reaction and greater surface areas.
This method is a bit complex to ensure good control over various
parameters of synthesis such as pH, temperature, reactivity of
metal alkoxide toward hydrolysis, alkoxy functional group steric
hindrance, etc. In ceramic synthesis, starting materials that have
a high melting point are difficult to handle. After successful
preparation in metal oxides, this method allowed researchers to
set trends for the synthesis of metal nitrides.

Zhang et al. (2015) reported the synthesis of Fe3N by
using a novel precursor that was synthesized through the
coordination of ferric chloride and triethylamine. With a
continuous flow of nitrogen, calcination of the as-synthesized
precursor was carried out at different temperatures for
30min at a 20◦C/min heating rate. In this case, investigation
of hydrazine decomposition and magnetic properties were
carried out.

Furthermore, in 2019 Yazdan et al. (2019) synthesized
an agarose hydrogel based composite with different boron
nitride (BN) fillers through which thermal conductivities were
investigated for the very first time. BN shows excellent chemical
stability, along with thermal stability and mechanical strength.
Hydrogel was synthesized by mixing agarose powder with
deionized water at 100◦C for 1 h. The solution was placed on a
glass plate. BN/hydrogel was synthesized by mixing BN powder
with deionized water and was stirred for 30min. Agarose powder
was then mixed in the solution. This solution was heated for 1 h
at 100◦C and then placed on a glass plate for the formation of the
BN/hydrogel composite. The BN content in the composite varied
(3, 5, 10, and 15 wt%).

Zhang Y. et al. (2016) synthesized cobalt nitride nanowires
through the conversion of a cobalt oxide precursor by the
treatment of nitrogen (N2) radio frequency plasma. This
synthesis is more favorable as it requires a shorter reaction time
(about 1min) at room temperature as compared to conventional
high temperature ammonia annealing that requires a higher
temperature. Confirmation of nanoparticles was carried out
by XRD, XPS, SEM, TEM, and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) techniques.

Moreover, Schnepp et al. (2011) synthesized sponge-like
Fe3N nanostructures via the sol-gel method by utilizing
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aqueous precursors to synthesize self-expanding polypeptide
foam. This method utilizes in-situ nitridation and avoids
ammonolysis at increased temperatures through the controlled
nucleation growth of Fe3O4 nanoparticles that has an optimized
growth process.

This method of synthesis can be used with many metals for
the synthesis of highly crystalline nanoparticles of corresponding
nitrides. Furthermore, the addition of fibers or polymer beads can
be helpful in the synthesis of various sizes of metal nitrides and
can ensure no agglomeration of particles occurs.

Solid State Synthesis
In this method of synthesis, materials are synthesized at high
temperatures. In this method, starting materials are grinded to
powders in a ball mill or pestle mortar to increase the surface
area. The material is pelletized after compressing by applying
pressure and load in an aluminum boat. The boat is then placed in
a furnace, and heating conditions are adjusted depending on the
nature of the starting material. This method is not appropriate
for low temperature synthesis, and the incorporation of volatile
species is also difficult. Furthermore, high oxidation states are
mostly unstable at high temperatures due to the release of oxygen
that favors a forward reaction.

It was reported by Cui et al. (2014) that a mesoporous
Ti0.5Cr0.5N can be synthesized by metal oxides (ZnMO, M
= Cr, Ti) in a solid state. In this method, Cr2O3, ZnO,
and TiO2 reacted in a temperature range of 600–1,350◦C. At
least one half gram of zinc metal oxide was poured in an
aluminum boat, then the ammonolysis reaction was carried out
at 800◦C ammonolysis reaction with a 150◦C/h heating rate.
The as-synthesized Ti0.5Cr0.5N exhibits a highly porous, sintered
structure, with a crystallite size of 20–40 nm which results in
a high specific surface area. This method of synthesis can also
be applied for the rational design of many other porous and
chemically-stable materials for many technologies.

In 2016, Balamurugan et al. (2016b) developed a strategy
for the synthesis of FeN/carbon core/shell nanoparticles
embedded on nitrogen-doped graphene for high performance
dye-sensitized solar cells. Several reports have shown that FeN
has superior properties, such as good physical and chemical

stability, a high electrical conductivity, etc. (Balogun et al., 2015;
Zhu et al., 2015). In this method of synthesis, the nitrogen
source used was cyanamide and through thermal annealing the
desired final composites were obtained in an argon atmosphere.
The structural details of the as-synthesized nanohybrid was
investigated using SEM, TEM, XRD, and EDS. Results showed
that Nitrogen doped graphene shells were seamlessly wrapped
around iron nitride particles, which proves a strong interaction
between the core and the shell.

Jin T. et al. (2018) designed a method to prepare high entropy
transition metal nitrides in which transition metal chlorides
(VCl3, CrCl3, NbCl5, MoCl5, and ZrCl4) and urea formed a
metal urea gel by ball-milling. A mechanochemical synthesis that
was followed by a soft urea strategy was used to prepare the
new class of HEMNs (high-entropy metal nitrides). Here, five
different transition metal chlorides (MClx, M = V, Cr, Nb, Mo,
and Zr) were mixed with urea by ball-milling in order to form a
highly discrete precursor, and nitrogen gas was used for pyrolysis.
It was seen that the configurational entropy was increased by
using five metal elements. XRD, SEM, and HRTEMwere used for
confirmation. This work not only provides a new methodology
for the synthesis of metal nitrides, but it is also proves helpful
as it gives useful information about high-entropy materials. The
following Figure 1 shows the synthetic strategy for high entropy
metal nitrides.

Shi et al. (2008) reported the synthesis of mesoporous
metal nitrides with the ammonia nitridation process using gas-
solid reactions. For this purpose, CoN nanowire arrays were
synthesized using mesoporous cobalt oxides that are used in
conjunction with ammonia gas. In this method, mesoporous
silica SBA-15 was used to replicate the starting material and
even at high temperatures the regularity of the structure was
maintained. Using this method of synthesis, highly ordered
mesoporous cobalt nitride is obtained through the conversion
of Co3O4 nanowire replica in an ammonia atmosphere without
losing the regularity of the mesostructure.

High Pressure Temperature Method
The high pressure temperature method of synthesis can be
used for the synthesis of new phases of nitrides. The devices

FIGURE 1 | Synthetic strategy for high entropy metal nitrides.
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used for nitride synthesis under high pressure are the multi
anvil device, diamond anvil device, autoclave, and shock wave
apparatus. Reaction vessels used may be dynamic or static. High
temperatures and pressure are applied by discharge of electric
or magnetic energy in a reaction chamber in a dynamic system.
This method is used to produce a greater amount of the sample.
Temperature and pressure are applied slowly in the static system.
Pressure that is released during the cooling system operates
slowly. This method is helpful in the synthesis of new nitride
phases, and also synthesizes high purity direct nitride products.
This method requires single step enabling structural changes
for the modification of electrical and magnetic properties,
however, it requires significant infrastructural and operational
costs as well.

Similarly, El Himri et al. (2015) reported the synthesis of
Nb1−xMoxNy series where, x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8,
1.0. Niobium and molybdenum based ternary metal nitrides
were synthesized by using NbCl5 and MoCl5. Grinding of
NbCl5 and MoCl5 was carried out and then these were
weighed under Ar in a glove box. The solids that were
formed were then hot-pressed in hexagonal-Boron Nitride
capsules. All of the synthesized compounds possessed a rock
salt crystal structure with a metal atom in a face-centered
cubic arrangement with nitrogen atoms occupying octahedral
interstitial positions. The synthesized material has a diameter
of ∼20 nm, which showed that the material has a large
surface area.

Wang S. et al. (2017) synthesized δ-MoN with a controllable
grain size using the high pressure method of synthesis.
By this method of synthesis, onion-like nanocrystals were
synthesized in which each layer was composed of a bent and
puckered crystalline sheet. Anhydrous sodium molybdate
(Na2MoO4) and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) powders
were used as starting materials. This synthesis utilizing
high pressure was carried out in a cubic DS 6× 14 MN
high-pressure apparatus. In the process of synthesis, the
target pressure between 3 and 5 GPa was maintained
and temperature was in the range of 973–1,773K. The
size of crystal was controlled using the reaction time and
temperature. Figure 2 shows the onion-like structure of the
δ-MoN catalyst.

FIGURE 2 | Structure of δ-MoN catalyst [Reproduced from Wang S. et al.

(2017) with permission from ACS publications].

Molten Salt Synthesis (MSS)
MSS is a co-effective and very simple method for the synthesis
of oxide powders and various ceramic materials. In this process
of synthesis, molten salt enhances the fluidity of the reaction
components in liquid phase that improves the rate of diffusion,
and hence stops the aggregation of particles. This then results in
a shortened reaction time and lower temperatures being required
for the synthesis. Recently, MSS have been used for the synthesis
of a variety of materials (Ding et al., 2014a,b, 2015, 2016; Zhang
S. et al., 2014).

Metal nitrides have also been synthesized through molten salt
synthesis. In the past, Ding et al. (2013) reported TiN wisker
scan be synthesized using molten salt media on the graphitic
surface. In this synthesis method, Ti metal, NaF, and NaCl
have been utilized as raw materials. 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4 were
the molar ratios of titanium to graphite, whereas the NaCl to
NaF weight ratio was 10:1. NaF and NaCl were added equally
to Ti and graphite and were then mixed. Then the alumina
crucible was used for the placement of the powder mixture and
the temperature was maintained at 1,100–1,400◦C for 3 h in a
nitrogen atmosphere. After cooling, the solid mass was washed
and filtered. The compound synthesized was characterized by
XRD, SEM, and EDS.

Reactive Sputtering Synthesis
Reactive sputtering refers to the reactive sputter deposition where
sputter-deposited vapor reacts on substrate with an ambient
gas. Recently, this method has been used for the preparation of
nanoparticles. In this method of synthesis, fewer impurities are
generated than when using chemical methods. This is a versatile
technique for the synthesis of ionic nanoparticles with spacious
size. The drawback of this method is the gases used for sputtering
can produce an effect on the morphology and optical properties.

Furthermore, Kang et al. (2015) synthesized Ni2N by
reactive sputtering of Ni under a nitrogen atmosphere at
room temperature. This method led to the formation of Ni2N
film exhibiting a cauliflower-like nanostructure and tetrahedral
crystal lattice. In this method of synthesis, Ni2N counter
electrodes were fabricated by sputtering of Ni on to FTO glass.
The chamber was filled with N2 gas, and the reactive power
was maintained at 150W with a frequency of 13.56 MHz.
Results showed that reactive sputtering is a reliable method for
the preparation of nickel nitride counter electrodes at room
temperature that can be used as a promising electrocatalyst for
many applications, such as quantum dot-sensitized solar cells.

Sheng et al. (2018) reported high-entropy films with a
composition of NbTiAlSiNx. NbTiAlSiNx film was synthesized
using the reactive direct current (DC) magnetron sputtering
technique with a varying flow rate of nitrogen gas. The properties
of as-synthesized materials were characterized by XRD, SEM,
HRTEM, spectrophotometer, and nano-indentor. NbTiAlSiNx

films have been shown to have an amorphous structure and
the films have shown thermal stability up to 700◦C. This film
depicted absorption of solar energy in the wavelength 0.3–
2.5µm, which showed that NbTiAlSiNx film can be used as a
solar selective absorbing coating for high-temperature photo-
thermal conversion.
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Nickel is considered as a soft metal because of its properties
such as oxidation and corrosion. In this respect, He et al. (2019)
reported on the microstructure, corrosion, and mechanical
properties of TiN/Ni nanomultilayered films. They synthesized
nanomultilayered TiN/Ni thin films by sputtering Ti and Ni
targets in nitrogen gas atmospheres by changing the Ni layer
deposition time. Deposition of TiN and Ni single layers was
done under a bias voltage of −70V; the top layer was the
TiN layer. The microstructural and other properties of this film
were investigated by XRD, FESEM, XPS, and electrochemical
technologies. The mean grain size of the multilayer films
was 8–9 nm, which was considered independent of the bilayer
period. The results showed that a decrease in both structural
voids and thickness of the Ni single-layer are helpful for
corrosion protection.

Self Combustion Method
Recently, Odahara et al. (2019) used a self-combustion
method for the synthesis of ternary molybdenum nitrides.
At room temperature, exothermic metathesis reaction
occurs by mixing NaNH2, MoCl4, and 3d transition metal
chlorides, such as MnCl2, FeCl2, and CoCl2, that is driven
thermodynamically by NaCl, N2, and NH3 formation. As
a result, the combustion process yielded a ternary rock salt
γ-TMxMo1−xN0.5 nanoparticle (TM = Mn, Fe, Co). From DFT
studies, it was concluded that ternary molybdenum nitrides that
are synthesized by this method are thermodynamically stable at
high temperatures but metastable at ambient conditions.

Chemical Reduction
In the chemical reduction method, ionic salt is reduced in
an appropriate medium in the presence of surfactants using
different reducing agents. This is the simplest method for
the preparation of metal nanoparticles. Several limitations are
associated with reducing agents such as toxicity, purity, the high
costs involved, etc.

Panda and Gajbhiye (1997) synthesized iron nitrides via α-
Fe nitridation by utilizing ammonia as a nitrogen (N2) source.
As a result, iron nitrides were synthesized because of the
decomposition of ammonia. In this method, iron is an active
catalyst for the synthesis of NH3. This creates the possibility of
nitrogen atoms occurring, formed at increased pressure to enter
into α-Fe lattice forming nitrides at an elevated temperature. By

using Fe (iron) in an amorphous form as a startingmaterial, Fe3N
is synthesized.

Salt-Templated Method
Similarly, Xiao et al. (2017) reported the salt-templated synthesis
of metallic 2D metallic MoN. 2D MoN was synthesized by
the reduction of 2D hexagonal oxides in ammonia at 650◦C.
Annealing of Mo precursor@NaCl powders at 280◦C in an Ar
atmosphere occurred to produce 2D hexagonal MoO3 coated
NaCl. To avoid the morphology change that occurs during the
conversion of h-MoO3 to MoN, salt is added as a stabilizer. XRD
reveals the crystal structure of hexagonal MoN, and XPS (X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy) confirms the presence of Mo
and N. The tyndall scattering effect confirmed that 2D MoN
nanosheets showed a good dispersity in deionized water with
a zeta potential of −32mV, resulting in a colloidal solution.
Figure 3 shows the schematic representation for synthesis of
2D MoN.

Similarly, Jin H. et al. (2018) utilized the Ni induced salt
template method to synthesize 2D Mo5N6 nanosheets. In this
method, nickel acetate and MoO(OH)x were used as starting
materials. It was seen that regular MoN can be synthesized
without adding Ni salt. The incorporation of nitrogen atoms
in the lattice of Mo5N6 altered its inherent properties, which
led to a higher Mo valence state and an electronic structure
like Pt. Figure 4 illustrates the synthesis of MoN and Mo5N6

nanosheets through an ammonization synthesis with andwithout
the addition of Ni in the precursor.

Similarly, Kan et al. (2017) reported the synthesis of nanoscale
titanium nitride. In this case, the molten salt mediated reduction
method was used; the heating rate for the reaction was 600–
1,100◦C for 1–7 h in an atmosphere provided with nitrogen.
TiO2 (Titanium dioxide) and Mg powders were used as starting
materials. Phase composition, morphology of a structure, particle
size, and surface area were characterized by SEM, TEM, BET
specific-surface area analysis, and XRD. The results showed that
TiN crystals synthesized using this method of synthesis were
∼5–30 nm in size, and their specific surface area was about
76.47–93.09 m2/g, higher than TiO2 (9.83 m2/g). This method
of synthesis was proved to be useful, as salt is not involved in
the reaction with the product and can be easily removed as it is
soluble in water at low temperatures.

FIGURE 3 | Salt-templated synthesis of 2D MoN.
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FIGURE 4 | Synthesis of MoN and Mo5N6 nanosheets.

FIGURE 5 | Schematic representation of synthesis of 2D h-W2N3.

In 2018, Yu et al. (2018) utilized the salt-templated
method for synthesis of a thin 2D nitrogen rich hexagonal
tungsten nitride (h-W2N3). In this method of synthesis,
coating of (NH4)6H2W12O40. xH2O on the surface of KCl
((NH4)6H2W12O40. xH2O@KCl) was carried out to obtain the
precursor. This synthesized precursor was then ammoniated at
about 750◦C in the presence of an ammonia atmosphere. After
dissolution and removal of KCl salt template in deionized water,
2D h-W2N3 were obtained. Its 2D morphology was identified
by STEM. This 2D h-W2N3 showed a size of around 5µm
with a thickness of 1.5 nm. Figure 5 represents a schematic
representation of the synthesis of 2D h-W2N3.

Solution Combustion Synthesis (SCS)
The SCS method involves an exothermal redox reaction between
fuel and oxidizers, and the heat that is released from the redox
reaction provides energy to sustain a combustion reaction. This
method involves large scale synthesis and also requires less time.

Wu et al. (2019) synthesized 2D VN nanoparticles/carbon
sheet nanocomposites using solution combustion synthesis (SCS)
and the ammonia reduction method. Many nanostructure VNs
have been synthesized, but the method of synthesis used requires
specialized equipment, a greater time for synthesis, and high

temperatures. The SCS process helps in the uniform adhering of
vanadium oxide particles on carbon sheets. The precursors used
in the SCS process were ammonium metavandate, ammonium
nitrate, gylcine, citric acid, and glucose, which were dissolved in
DI water and then the resulting solution was heated in an electric
heating furnace. The resulting products (vanadium oxide carbon
precursor and vanadium nitride/carbon) were calcined for 2 h at
700◦C. The ammonia reduction process was carried out in a tube
furnace with a flow of ammonia gas, at a constant heating rate
of 8◦C min−1 for 2 h in the range of 600–800◦C. This method
has the ability for large-scale production of other metal nitrides
such asWN, TiN, and their nanocomposites with carbon for high
performance electrode materials.

In-situ Growth Method
This is a simple and effective route to synthesize nanocomposites.
This method allows the one-step synthesis of nanocomposites
with in-situ generated particles from corresponding reactants.
With this method it is hard to control the size and morphology
of nanocomposites.

He et al. (2020) reported the fabrication of molybdenum
nitride (Mo2N) quantum dots embedded in polyaniline for
application in a supercapacitor. Polyaniline was selected
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as it has excellent electrochemical properties. Mo2N was
synthesized by dissolving ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate
and hexamethylene (HMT) in deionized water. Precipitates of
white crystals were collected and heated in a tube furnace
at 800◦C for 2 h at a rate of 5◦C/min in the atmosphere of
nitrogen gas. Similarly, a composite of Mo2N with polyaniline
was synthesized by dissolving Mo2N and ANI in molar solution
of HCl. The resulting solution was mixed with ammonium
persulfate for 12 h to obtain the composite of Mo2N. The
synthesized Mo2N@PANI composite was confirmed by FTIR,
XRD, XRF, and TEM techniques. Figure 6 shows the scheme for
the synthesis of the Mo2N@PANI composite.

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) Method
CVD is a very old method used for the synthesis of oxides,
carbides, nitrides, borides, etc. In the CVD method of synthesis,
a chemical reaction is induced in a gas phase at different
temperatures. This method occurs in three steps. In the first step,
kinetically-controlled deposition occurs, then limited diffusion
growth occurs in the second step. In the last step, depletion
of the diffusion zone above the substrate occurs. CVD is
helpful in the synthesis of a variety of materials as it varies
chemical composition and synthesis conditions like pressure
and temperature. Materials of different morphologies and space
arrangements are synthesized. Doping of different atoms can be
done using CVD.

In this respect, Xi et al. (2019) synthesized a single crystal of
MoN using the chemical vaporization technique. The structural
coherence in single crystalline MoN helps to confine active sites
that are ordered with unsaturated nitrogen coordination in a
crystal lattice, which creates an electrochemically active surface
for fast oxidation-reduction reactions. MoN was synthesized by
treating a single crystal of PbMoO4 in an NH3 atmosphere using
the chemical vapor deposition system. Ammonia gas was passed
at a flow rate of 600 mLmin−1.

Similarly, Zhang J. et al. (2014) synthesized a nitrogen doped
TiN composite using homogeneous distribution on the surface
and in the bulk of spinel lithium titanite with the chemical vapor
deposition technique. This one step synthesis was carried out by

using ethylenediamine as a nitrogen source and lithium titanite
as a titanium source.

2D nanocomposites have attracted worldwide attention and
promises to have use in many applications, unlike other
photocatalytic materials, because of their excellent properties
(Zhao et al., 2018a,b). 2D hexagonal nitride nanosheets are
attracting interest in catalytic applications because of their
excellent adsorption and photooxidation resistance performance.
In this regard, Zhao et al. (2019) doped sulfur atoms into
hexagonal boron nitride nanosheets (h BNN) with the CVD
method and bandgap (4.13 eV) adjustment was realized by
a dopant atom, which enabled h-BNN to exhibit excellent
visible light photocatalytic activity. Their results showed that
this non-metallic catalyst could have very good applications for
environmental protection.

Wet Chemical Etching Method
Wet chemical etching is a material removal process that utilizes
etchants or liquid chemicals to remove materials from wafers.
This method involves many chemical reactions that consume
original reactants and produce new products. This is a cheap and
straightforward route to chemical etching.

During this process, strong acids such as HF, HCl, and
HNO3 are used as etching solvents, although they are extremely
hazardous. This method requires a greater amount of etching
chemicals because substrate materials have to be covered with an
etchant chemical.

Venkateshalu and Grace (2020) synthesized Ti3C2TXMXene
and vanadium nitride/Porous carbon (VN/PC) as an electrode
for asymmetric supercapacitors in which Ti3C2TX acts as
a negative electrode and VN/PC as a positive electrode.
Ti3C2TXMXene was synthesized using a one-step reaction in
which etching of the Al layer in Ti3AlC2 was carried out by
immersing them in 40% HF and further delaminated with
DMSO. VN/PC was synthesized using the reported method with
some small changes (Yang Y. et al., 2017), in which V2O5 was
added in H2O2, dissolved in DI water, and was stirred for about
2 h to form a gel known as xerogel. Later on, this gel was mixed
with melamine and was transferred to a tube furnace in the
presence of N2 to obtain black VN/CN.

FIGURE 6 | Schematic illustration of fabrication of Mo2N@PANI.
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Electrospinning Method
Electrospinning is a simple and versatile method, mainly used
for the synthesis of nanofibers. In this method, a high voltage
of electricity is applied to the liquid solution and a collector.
Inorganic fibers can also be prepared with this method using
polymers. The length and diameter of the nanofiber largely
depends upon the liquid, voltage, flow rate, and distance between
the tips of the spinneret and the receiving equipment.

The drawback of this method is that the presence of
polymers may change surface tension and other properties
of the electrospinning solution, which are critical for the
electrospinning process. Solvents used in this method may be
toxic and 3D structures can’t be synthesized by this method
of synthesis.

Xu et al. (2019) reported the synthesis of TiN@MnO2 using
the electrospinning method. Electrospinning is considered to
be a versatile technique for synthesizing 1D nanofibers. TiN
shows a higher electrical conductivity of 4,000–55,500 S/cm
and greater mechanical stability. 1D nanostructure is attractive
for electrochemical applications. These properties enabled them
to construct a 1D nanostructured composite of 1D TiN
and MnO2 hybrid nanocomposite for electrochemical energy
storage. This composite showed enhanced electrochemical
properties. TiN nanofibers were prepared through the nitridation
electrospinning of a TiO2 nanofiber by ammonia annealing.
For fabrication of the TiN@MnO2 nanocomposite, a solution of
TiN in deionized water and KMnO4 was hydrothermally treated
for 5 h at 160◦C. Hence, the electrospinning method can be
used for the fabrication of metal nitrides with the morphology
of nanofibers.

Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD)
ALD is a thin film deposition technique that is based on the use
of the gas phase chemical process. The majority of ALD reaction
uses precursor molecule that reacts with the surface of substrate
in a self limiting manner. This is a slow technique, in which
surface contamination occurs that results in the surface defects
of films that can’t be repaired.

In a related development, Song et al. (2019) adopted
the atomic layer deposition method for fabricating TiN
nanoparticles into carbon nanotubes (CNTs) for the utilization
of Pt electrocatalyst support because of its good stability and
conductivity of TiN. Atomic layer deposition has the ability to
produce very thin and uniform films with precise control over
the composition and thickness at an atomic level. It was found
that TiN nanoparticles synthesized from atomic layer deposition
that have a 20 nm diameter were immobilized homogeneously
on CNTs. TiN was synthesized by TiCl4 and NH3 vapors in
a reaction chamber with nitrogen gas of a high purity. A
Pt nanoparticle was deposited by the reported ethylene glycol
reduction method (Higgins et al., 2012; Liu G. et al., 2017).

APPLICATIONS

Metal nitrides are very well-known for their hardness, high
conductivity, and refractoriness. These unique properties make
metal nitrades suitable for use in thermocouple sheaths, crucibles,

and cutter coatings. Furthermore, catalytic applications of metal
nitrides have been discovered in the last century. For example,
iron nitrides have been used as a Fischer-Tropsch catalyst.
Moreover, it was seen that nitrogen has the ability to replace
carbon atoms in most metal carbides, forming nitrogen doped
metal carbides. In respect to the widely studied applications
of metal nitrides herein, we offer recent advances on the
applications of metal nitrides in energy storage.

Water Splitting
Hydrogen produced via direct water splitting using a
semiconductor photocatalyst in the presence of sunlight is
considered to be an alternative energy source for fossil fuels
and a solution for many serious environmental problems.
Photocatalytic water splitting involves the generation of
electrons and holes by a photocatalyst by the absorbing of solar
energy, migration of electrons and holes to the surface of the
semiconductor, and formation of H2 and O2 on the surface by
the redox reaction of water.

GaN surfaces have the capacity for both H2 and O2 evolution.
In 2017, Wang et al. (2011) reported that the incorporation of
a photodeposited Rh/Cr2O3 core-shell structure as a cocatalyst
in GaN showed photocatalytic pure water splitting. This work
showed that a III nitride nanowire heterostructure can be used as
a feasible photocatalyst for efficient water splitting and generation
of H2 directly from solar irradiation. A scheme of the pure water
splitting process by GaN nanowires is illustrated in Figure 7.

Similarly, in 2013, Kibria et al. (2013) reported that InGaN
can also be used as a new material for the production of solar
fuels through photochemical water splitting under direct ultra-
violet and visible light irradiation. Multi-bands of InGaN/GaN
nanowire incorporated with Rh/Cr2O3 core-shell nanoparticles
leads to hydrogen production from water splitting under UV
(ultra-violet), blue, and green-light irradiation (upto 560 nm).

In 2015, Shalom et al. (2015) reported on the synthesis of
nickel nitride (NiN3) and its application for water splitting. In

FIGURE 7 | Schematic illustration of water splitting on GaN nanowires by

incorporating a Rh/Cr2O3 core- shell nanostructure as a cocatalyst

[Reproduced from Wang et al. (2011) with permission from ACS publications].
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FIGURE 8 | LSV curves for overall water splitting for NSP-NiFeN in a

two-electrode system having a scan rate of 2 mV/s [Reproduced from Wang

et al. (2016) with permission from ACS publications].

this method, modification of an Ni-foam surface with an Ni3N
layer was done for electrocatalytic application. The modification
of the foam resulted in a 5-fold increase of surface area as well
as an increase of active Ni2+ species more than 50 times. The
modified foam showed lower overpotential, good stability, and
higher current densities for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)
in alkaline solutions.

Similarly, Wang et al. (2016) reported a synthesis of highly
efficient nanoparticle-stacked porous (NSP) Ni3FeN nanosheets
for water splitting. Nanosheets possess active sites that were used
for an electrocatalytic reaction. Hence, it showed outstanding
performance for oxygen evolution reaction (OER), having an
extremely lower overpotential of 223mV at 10 mA/cm2 and HER
with an overpotential of 45mV at 10mA/cm2. For water splitting,
Ni3FeN as a bifunctional catalyst needs a very small cell voltage
of only 1.49V to reach 10 mA/cm2 in 1M KOH. Figure 8 shows
the water splitting of NSP-NiFeN in a two-electrode system.
This electrocatalyst is reported for overall water splitting in an
alkaline media.

Similarly, Zhang B. et al. (2016) reported in-situ growth of
an iron-nickel nitride nanostructure that was carried out on
surface-redox etching Ni foam (FeNi3N/NF) and was used as
a bifunctional electrocatalyst for overall water splitting. It was
reported that FeNi3N/NF showed excellent activity for both HER
and OER with low overpotential of 75 and 202mV at 10mA
cm−2, with Tafel slopes of 40 and 98mV dec−1. Moreover,
it was also reported that the FeNi3N/NF catalyst showed
good durability, reflecting >400 h of consistent galvanostatic
electrolysis without any visible voltage elevation.

Furthermore, Zhu et al. (2018) reported on the synthesis
of hierarchical Ni-Fe-Mo trimetal nitride nanotube (NTs) for
water splitting application. It was seen that the incorporation
of iron (Fe) enhanced HER and OER activities of nanotubes.
Hence, trimetal nitride nanotubes showed outstanding activities
toward both HER and OER having a 10mA cm2 current
density at OER and 228 and 55mV HER overpotentials. It
was reported that the two-electrode electrolyzer assembled from
hierarchical trimetal nitride nanotubes has the capacity to drive
a current density of 10mA cm2 at 1.513V, outperforming
IrO2|Pt couple.

FIGURE 9 | HER polarization curves [Reproduced from Hu et al. (2019) with

permission from ACS publications].

Recently, Hu et al. (2019) reported that by tuning d-
orbitals of Co4N nanowires through the incorporation of
iron oxyhydroxide (FeOOH), the HER electrocatalytic property
can be enhanced. They reported an FeOOH@Co4N hybrid
electrocatalyst exhibited excellent activity by displaying a low
overpotential at 10mA cm−2 of 92mV, with a small Tafel slope
of 34mV dec−1. After theoretical analysis, it was confirmed that
enhanced HER activity of FeOOH@Co4N occurred because of
greater electronic interaction between Co4N and FeOOH, and
hence led to increased HER kinetics. The following Figure 9

shows the polarization curve of HER FeOOH@Co4N.
Mohamed et al. (2020) synthesized TiN/TiOxNy bilayer films

using D.C reactive magnetron sputtering. Li et al. (2015) reported
that in a bilayer film a higher TiN layer causes a more negative
flat -band value. In the case of water splitting, a more negative
band value helps to provide a larger driving force to trigger
water redox. In this work it is reported that the bilayer films
exhibited onset potential at around −0.6 VAg/AgCl. Above this
value it was seen that the photocurrent density is increased with
increasing voltage. This increase in voltage occurred because
of greater charge separation and enhanced charge transfer.
Photocurrent density was increased with an increasing TiN
top layer with a thickness of 9 nm. This showed that the
heterojunction of these two materials could increase synergetic
effects to PEC performance.

Bimetallic nitrides oxynitrides with large numbers of
catalytically active sites have found an ideal substrate for energy
conversion. Looking at this point, Dutta et al. (2019) synthesized
cobalt nitride vanadium oxynitride nanohybrid by using the
polyaniline (PANI) synthetic protocol. This nanohybrid showed
a greater electrochemical performance when compared with
cobalt nitride vanadium oxynitride and many noble metal
catalysts. For OER, only 263mV overpotential was required to
attain a current density of 10mA cm−2 and 118mV for HER.
For overall alkaline water splitting, a cell voltage of 1.64V was
required to attain a current density of 10mA cm−2 with long
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term stability of 100 h. Incorporation of vanadium oxynitride
in cobalt nitride that acts as an electrocatalyst helps in the
generation of large numbers of active sites, which enhanced
water splitting activity. This work will be helpful in designing new
transition metal nitride-oxynitride hybrids for efficient, low-cost,
and durable electrocatalysts for water splitting in industries.

Yin et al. (2019) used Co-dopedMoNi nitride nanowire (NW)
for water splitting. After doping cobalt in this trimetal nitride,
the active surface area is enhanced and electrical conductivity
is increased, which leads the porous Co-doped MoNi nitride to
exhibit high activity and display good stability for HER, OER,
andORR. A co-doped nanowire displayed high activities for HER
and OER with OER and HER overpotentials of 294 and 45mV
at 10 mA/cm2 in 1M KOH solution. The electrolyzer assembled
by Co doped NW delivers 10 mA/cm2 at 1.57V when compared
to IrO2|Pt couple. In 0.1M KOH, this NW showed good ORR
catalytic activity.

Supercapacitors
Supercapacitors (SCs) are considered to be one of the most
potent candidates for energy storage. They have gathered greater
attention because of the urgent and increasing need for and
development of renewable energies. They are seen to be an
efficient energy storage device for hybrid electric vehicles,
portable electronics, and memory back-up systems (Guan et al.,
2012; Rakhi et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012). Metal nitrides
(e.g., TiN, VN, etc.) can be used as excellent electrode materials
because of their high specific capacitance and outstanding
electrical conductivity (Lu et al., 2012).

Dong et al. (2011) reported synthesis of TiN/VN core-
shell composites. These composites were reported to show
outstanding electrical conductivity and excellent capacity storage.
It was reported that higher specific capacitance (170 F g−1) was
obtained at a 2mV s−1 scan rate and displayed a remarkable
rate capacity. TiN/VN shows the highest specific capacitance of
170 F g−1 with a 2 mVs−1 scan rate. The core-shell TiN/VN fiber
introduced a mesoporous structure into the high-conductivity
nitriding hybrid, which combined the higher specific capacitance
of VN and better rate performance of TiN. Therefore, the
combination of VN and TiN into fast-mixed nanocomposites
can be expected to provide electrochemical storage materials
in future.

Lu et al. (2012) reported that the stabilization of TiN can
occur without decreasing its electrochemical performance, and
this can be done by using poly vinyl alcohol (PVA)/KOH gel
as an electrolyte. This electrode made up of polymers helps to
suppress the oxidation reaction on the surface of electrodes. After
performing electrochemical studies, it was seen that solid state
TiN super capacitors showed outstanding stability up to 15,000
cycles and hence achieved a high volumetric energy density of
0.05 mWh/cm3. The TiN electrode exhibited improved stability
than that of the TiN electrode in 1M KOH aqueous electrolyte as
depicted in Figure 10.

Molybdenum-based composite materials have shown
outstanding electrochemical performance when used as
supercapacitors because of their increased surface area and good
cycling stability (Zhao et al., 2020). Das et al. (2015) reported

FIGURE 10 | Cyclic performance for TiN-SC with PVA/KOH at 100 mV/s scan

rate and 1 molar KOH aqueous electrolyte [Reproduced from Lu et al. (2012)

with permission from ACS publications].

that single crystalline Mo2N nanobelts can be synthesized using
a slow nitride solid state reaction. It was reported that the Mo2N
nanobelts, which are porous, showed a high specific capacitance
of 160 F/g, high rate capability, and good cyclic stability even
at high scanning rates of 100 mVs−1 as a supercapacitor
electrode material.

Achour et al. (2017) reported that a titanium vanadium nitride
(TiVN) electrode can be used as an electrode material for micro-
supercapacitors. A TiVN electrode exhibited an areal capacitance
value of 15 mF cm−2 at 2 mVs−1 with extraordinary capacitance
retention of more than 99% after 10,000 cycles.

Wei et al. (2018) reported porous CrN to have outstanding
electrical conductivity and a higher surface area, exhibiting a
higher electrochemical performance. This porous CrN showed a
31.3 mF cm−2 specific capacitance at 1.0mA cm−2 with excellent
cycling stability, having a capacitance retention of 94% over
20,000 cycles. Moreover, this porous CrN electrode also showed
to have a greater energy density of 14.4 mWh cm−3 at a power
density of 0.3W cm−3. Similarly, Shen et al. (2018) investigated
that NbN thin films can be used as a promising candidate for
supercapacitors. These electrodes have the ability to achieve a
707.1 F cm−3 volumetric capacitance and also showed cycling
stability with a capacitance retention of 92.9% after 20,000 cycles.

Gao Z. et al. (2019) synthesized plasma-etched HfN. It was
seen that this HfN exhibited a higher capacitance of 5.6 mF−2

at 1.0mA cm−2 and showed an outstanding cycling life, which
demonstrates its use in supercapacitor applications. Results
showed the specific capacitance of H2 film that is calculated from
the discharge curve is 5.6 Mf cm−2 at 0.2mA cm−2, which is 8
times higher than H1 film. As-deposited HfN is named H1 and
plasma-etched HfN is named H2.

More recently, He et al. (2020) reported Mo2N synthesis
with polyaniline that can act as an electrode material for use in
a supercapacitor. The Mo2N@PANI composite material shows
higher specific capacitance with the current density at 0.5 A/g,
having a specific capacity of 111.8 F/g. Mo2N@PANI, which
shows a much higher rate performance of 66.4%.

Xu et al. (2019) synthesized a TiN@MnO2 nanocomposite for
its application in supercapacitors. This nanocomposite showed
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enhanced electrochemical properties having a high specific
capacitance of 386 F/g at a current density of 1 A/g with cyclic
stability of 111.7% capacity retention after 4,000 cycles at 6 A/g.
These unique nanostructures were responsible for showing good
electrochemical performance. High electrical conductivity of TiN
and hierarchical MnO2 nanosheets are responsible for greater
charge transfer, and hence offer more electroactive sites available
for redox reaction, which demonstrate the good electrochemical
properties of this nanocomposite (Xu et al., 2019).

Metal nitrides such as titanium nitride (TiN), vanadium
nitride (VN), and tungsten nitride (WN) have been investigated
as powerful anode materials for SCs. Among them, it was seen
that VN exhibited a high specific capacitance of 1,340 F/g (Lu
et al., 2013; Balogun et al., 2015;Wang et al., 2015) that may occur
because of a combination of pseudocapacitance and double layer
type capacitance.

In this regard, Wu et al. (2019) synthesized a 2D VN
nanoparticles/carbon sheet nanocomposite using solution
combustion synthesis. This as-synthesized nanocomposite
displayed a good specific capacitance of 249 and 192 F/g at 0.1
and 1 A/g by using 1M KOH as an electrolyte. Furthermore,
this nanocomposite exhibited a good cycling stability of
75.8% after 5,000 cycles. This nanocomposite resulted in good
electrochemical properties, as the carbon sheet has the ability
to act as an electron transport medium and also has excellent
interfacial contact between VN nanoparticles and carbon sheets.
The capacitance of various metal nitride composites is reported
in Table 1.

Asymmetric devices are hybrid SCs that have two different
electrode materials which have the ability to show different
charge storage mechanisms. Asymmetric SCs exhibit a greater
potential window and also operate at higher voltages. These
properties are not found in symmetric SCs. The potential window
in asymmetric SCs can be extended beyond the thermodynamic
decomposition voltage of electrolytes that is currently used, and
hence they have the ability to overcome the energy storage
limitation of symmetric SCs. For instance, aqueous symmetric
systems have the ability to operate at a limited voltage of only
1.2V, whereas asymmetric SCs can operate at a potential window
of more than 2.0V (Wang et al., 2013).

In this respect, Lu et al. (2013) reported the synthesis of porous
VN nanowire anodes for a quasi-solid-state asymmetric super
capacitor (ASC) device that had a high energy density based on

a VOX nanowire cathode. The VOx/VN-ASC device was shown
to have a very stable electrochemical window of 1.8V and an
outstanding cyclic stability with a 12.5% decrease of capacitance
after 10,000 cycles. Moreover, the VOx/VN-ASC device exhibited
a high energy density of 0.61mWh cm−3 with a current density of
0.5mA cm−2, having a power density of 0.85W cm−3 at a current
density of 5 mA cm−2.

With this view, Venkateshalu and Grace (2020) fabricated
asymmetric cells by using Ti3C2Tx MXene as a negative
electrode and vanadium nitride/Porous carbon (VN/PC) as a
positive electrode. VN/PC was chosen because of its various
oxidation states which helps in creating greater charge-discharge
rates. Many groups have reported on carbon composites with
vanadium nitrides as the SCs electrode (Ghimbeu et al., 2011;
Balamurugan et al., 2016a; Liu Y. et al., 2016). This composite
showed a wider potential window (1.8V) when compared to
published reports (Li et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2018; Pan et al.,
2019). The specific capacitance for VN/PC electrode was 52
F/g at 0.5 A/g by using 6M KOH. However, VN/PC//Ti3C2Tx
asymmetric cells showed a specific capacitance of 105 F/g at 1 A/g
by using the same electrolyte with an energy density and power
density of 12.81 Wh/kg and 985.8 W/kg because of the superior
electrical conductivity and electrochemical stability of Ti3C2Tx.

In a recent development, it was seen that VN has a high
hydrogen evolution potential, hence having the ability to exhibit
a greater potential window that could act as an anode for ASCs
(Su and Zhitomirsky, 2014; Yuan et al., 2019b). But in aqueous
electrolytes VN shows an electrochemical instability (Choi and
Kumta, 2005; Glushenkov et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011).

Zhang et al. (2017) fabricated carbon encapsulated vanadium
nitride nanowires (NWs) for application SCs that showed a
greater capacitance and cycling stability. In this regard, Jia et al.
(2020) fabricated 3D structured VN microsheets shelled with a
nitrogen doped layer of carbon (VN@NC) for its application in
ASCs by using melamine as a source of nitrogen. They used
NiCo2O4 nanowire as a cathode and VN@NC as an anode and
PVA/KOH gel as a solid electrolyte. This as-synthesized electrode
displayed a high capacitance of 368 F/g. The asymmetric device
exhibited a high energy density of 65.3 Wh/kg at 800 W/kg.
Furthermore, this ASC shows an ultra-stable performance while
bending from 0◦ to 180◦. This development can be used to
provide many new potential strategies for the fabrication of
anode materials.

TABLE 1 | Capacitance of reported metal nitride composites.

Materials Specific capacitance Scan rate Cyclic stability Capacity retention References

TiN/VN 170 F/g 2 mV/s 500 89% Lu et al., 2012

TiVN 15 mF/cm2 2 mV/s 10,000 99% Achour et al., 2017

CrN 31.3 mF/g 1 mV/s 20,000 94% Wei et al., 2018

NbN 707.1 F/cm3 2 mV/s 20,000 92.9% Shen et al., 2018

HfN 5.6 m/F2 10 mV/s 4,000 91.2% Gao X. et al., 2019

2D VN/carbon sheet 249 F/g 5 mV/s 5,000 75.8% Wu et al., 2019

Mo2N/PANI 111.8 F/g 30 mV/s – 66.5% He et al., 2020

TiN@MnO2 386 F/g 10 mV/s 4,000 111.7% Xu et al., 2019
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There is now evidence that VN NWs are comparable in their
activity; this opens up fresh avenues for nitride researchers.

Similarly, Zhou et al. (2020) synthesized N-doped
carbon skeleton@vanadium nitrogen (CTF/N-C@VN) using
the solvothermal method. They assembled an all-in-one
supercapacitor by matching a CTF/N-C@VN anode and N-
doped carbon skeleton@manganese dioxide (CTF/N-C @MnO2)
cathode in an internal asymmetric fashion. This all-in-one SC
showed a high specific capacitance of 336.7 mF/cm2 and a
greater energy density of 2032.8 µWh/cm2. This work showed
a scalable route to develop ultrahigh energy density SCs for
the development of next generation portable and wearable
electronics. Table 2 lists the Specific capacitance and current
density values of some metal nitrides for ASC.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the superior properties of
metal nitrides, such as their thermodynamic stability, chemical,
and mechanical properties, have made them potentially useful
to many technologies, such as SCs. Their surface stability in
particular may provide avenues that metal oxides can’t.

Lithium-Ion Batteries (LIBs)
Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are considered to be
the most potent energy storage system for many applications,
including electric vehicles and electronic devices, because of their
high gravimetric and volumetric energy, long cycle life, low self-
discharge properties, and high power density (Kang et al., 2006).
Increased interest is being paid to metal nitrides because of their
remarkable electrochemical properties, standard technological
approach, high chemical stability, and extensive fundamental
importance (Dong et al., 2013; Balogun et al., 2014, 2015; Nandi
et al., 2014).

In this regard, Lai et al. (2014) synthesized Fe2N that was
used as a binder-free anode in lithium ion batteries’ half-cell. It
was seen that an outstanding electrochemical performance was
achieved with a high reversible capacity of 900 mAh/g, having a
capacity retention of 76% at 600 mA/g after 300 cycles. After 50
cycles Fe2Nnanoparticles (NPs) showed a capacity of 243mAh/g,
when current density was slowly increased from 1,000 to 6,000
mA/g. A remarkable performance of Fe2N occurred because
of combining both a nanostructured and flexible free-standing
binder-free approach in the cell set-up. Moreover, a flexible LIB
device with a higher power density and energy density based
on Fe2N nanoparticles (NPs) and a LiCoO2 positive electrode
was also demonstrated. Fe2N/LiCoO2 not only achieved a high
energy density of 688 Wh/kg at a current density of 200 mA/g
and high power density of 3,200 W/kg at a current density of
1,000 mA/g, but also showed outstanding flexibility and a good
electrochemical performance.

Similarly, another anode material was reported by Zhang B. et
al. (2014) for use in LIBs in 2014. TheMoN/GNS hybridmaterials
were reported to exhibit a larger reversible capacity, outstanding
cycling performance, and rate capability as an anode material
for LIBs.

Kundu et al. (2015) reported another method for the synthesis
of VN, nanocrystalline form, and its carbon coated analog as
an electrode (anode) material for LIBs. It is reported that VN
nanomaterials show the insertion/extraction of Li+ ions from
empty lattice sites face-centered-cubic VN. This maintains a
durable capacity of 400 mAhg−1 that is equal to the reaction
of ∼1 Li per VN unit. The process of insertion increases the
rate capability of the material. At C/5 current density, theoretical
specific capacity is delivered which is dropped by 14% at C/3 rate.
At 1 C rate a 200 mAhg−1 durable capacity is achieved.

In 2017, Huang et al. (2017) reported on Fe3N as an anode
material for LIBs that was constrained inside carbon nanocages.
It was seen that Fe3N@C nanoparticles in a long-term cyclic
charging/discharging process shows a high electric capacity. The
electrochemical lithiation/delithiation reactivity of the Fe3N core
maintains its outstanding performance and the constraint of the
carbon shell helps to maintain the stable nanostructure of the
electrodes sustained in long cycles.

Similarly, Zou et al. (2018) reported the synthesis of
NiCoN@C-NCNT nanocomposites and their applications for
LIBs. In situ TEM observations showed that some of the
NiCo2N nanoparticles are spread along the surface of NCNTs
and enter NCNTs to defend themselves, enabling them to
show the outstanding cycling stability of composite electrodes.
This composite provides good electron and ion-transport
capability. A remarkable lithium storage performance, which also
includes excellent cycling stability, high specific capacity, and
outstanding rate performance, was shown by NiCoN@C-NCNT
nanocomposite electrodes. It is reported that a 624.5 mAhg−1

reversible capacity was obtained at 2,000 mAg−1 current density
and retained at 569.1 mAhg−1 after 500 cycles.

Figure 11A demonstrates the CV curves of the NiCoN@C-
NCNT nanocomposite at a scan rate of 0.1mV s−1 and
Figure 11B shows the charge/discharge curves of the NiCoN@C-
NCNT nanocomposite. Figure 11C demonstrates the rate
performance of the NiCoN@C-NCNT nanocomposite.
Figure 11D exhibits the cycling performance and consequent
column efficiency of the NiCoN@C-NCNT nanocomposite.
Figure 11E shows the cycling performance of NiCoN@C-NCNT
and NiCoO4-CNT.

Sun et al. (2017) synthesized gallium nitride (GaN) nanosheets
(NSs) using the graphene oxide templating method as an anode
material for LIBs. The atomic force microscopy revealed that the

TABLE 2 | Specific capacitance and current density values of some metal nitrides for ASC.

Materials Specific capacitance Current density Potential window Electrolyte References

VN/PC//Ti3C2Tx 105 F/g 1 A/g 1.8 V 6M KOH Venkateshalu and Grace, 2020

NV@NC 368 F/g 1 A/g −1.0–0.0 V PVA/KOH Jia et al., 2020

CTF/N-C@VN 336.7 mF/cm2 1.5 A/g 0.0–1.0 V PVA gel Zhou et al., 2020
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FIGURE 11 | (A) CV curves of the NiCoN@C-NCNT nanocomposite at a scan rate of 0.1mV s−1 between 0.01 and 3V 14 (B) Charge/discharge curves of the

NiCoN@C-NCNT nanocomposite at constant current density of 100mA g−1. 11 (C) Rate performance of the NiCoN@C-NCNT nanocomposite at different current

densities. 11 (D) Cycling performance and consequent columbic efficiency of the NiCoN@C-NCNT nanocomposite at 200mA g−1 current density. 11 (E)

NiCoN@C-NCNT cycling performance and NiCoO4-CNT nanocomposite measured at the high current density of 2,000mA g−1 [Reproduced from Zou et al. (2018)

with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry].

height of GaNNSwas 14.5 nm in thickness and 3µm in size. This
as-synthesized electrode material delivers a discharge capacity
up to 702mA h/g after 100 cycles at 1 A/g and above 600mA
h/g after 1,000 cycles at 1 A/g. This newly synthesized GaN NS
displayed an ultrahigh rate capability.

Cation deficient nanomaterials have been found to be
feasible as an electrode material in electrochemical energy
storage, especially 1D NWs. Considering this, Sun et al.
(2020) synthesized cation deficient GaN nanowires (NWs) using
CVD with a plasma treatment. This cation deficient GaN
enhanced electrochemical performance by increasing electrical
conductivity and charge transfer. When this GaN NWs were
tested as an anode material, it was seen that this material
displays higher capacities of 746.5 mAh/g at 0.1 A/g after
100 cycles and 370.2 mAh/g at 10 A/g after 1,000 cycles,
when compared to pristine GaN nanowires. This showed that
the presence of gallium defects at the electrode enhances the
lithiation/delithiation process. DFT calculations proved that the
1D nanostructure and cation defects can increase electrical
conductivity and enhance charge transfer to boost lithium-ion
storage for lithium ion batteries.

Jiang et al. (2019) synthesized a 3D ordered, bicontinuous
cubic, and conductive framework of cobalt nitride (CoN) and
used this as an anode material for LIBs. This 3D grid-like
mesoporous structure of CoN with a conductive skeleton permits

enhanced lithium ion (Li+) permeability and smooth electron
transfer at a faster rate. This 3D structured CoN delivers a large
capacity, an increased rate capability, and a specific capacity of
710mA hg−1 after 350 cycles at 1 A/g. Results showed that 3D
ordered mesoporous cobalt nitride is good for fast-kinetics and
stable-cycling lithium storage.

Lithium sulfur (Li-S) batteries are one of the most potent
alternative electrochemical systems because of their higher
theoretical specific capacity and higher theoretical energy
density. Niobium nitride (NbN) has a greater electrical
conductivity and good chemical stability, so can be used for
this application. In this regard, Shi et al. (2020) synthesized
NbN nanoparticles with in-situ growth on the surface of
graphene through the polyol-mediated solvothermal reaction.
Li-S batteries with NbN/G exhibit better cyclability with a
residual capacity of 768 mAh/g after 300 cycles at 1 C with a
low capacity decay 0.096% at an increased rate performance
of 937 mAh/g at 2 C. Furthermore, it was seen that through
a coupling with sulfur/carbon nanofiber cathode, an ultra-
high areal capacity of 12.5 mAhcm−2 can be achieved. These
remarkable results occurred because polar NbN not only acts
as a chemical reservoir to adsorb diffused lithium polysulfide
(LiPs) but increases the redox reaction of LiPs as well.
Similarly, the good dispersibility and small size of NbN particles
forms greater electroactive sites for interaction with LiPs, and
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the close contact between NbN and graphene facilitates fast
electron transport.

Similarly, Gao X. et al. (2019) reported on the structure
by employing highly ordered mesoporous carbon (OMC) as a
matrix and surface oxidized quantum dot size titanium nitride
(TiN-O) as a polysulfide to boost redox kinetics. Because of
the polar surface of TiN, this composite chemically immobilizes
LiPs. Using DFT studies, it was proven that a strong charge
polarization effect for polysulfides was rendered by TiN-O
containing surface oxygen by S-O-Ti bond. Both a suppressed
shuttle effect and a high lithium ion diffusion coefficient
causes an increase in capacity (1,264 mAh/g) at 0.2 C with
0.06% fading rate per cycle. This TiN-O-OMC electrode shows
enhancement on Li2S nucleation/deposition conversion, a lower
polarization of 271mV, and an increase in the charge transfer
process. This electrode displayed high specific capacities at 0.1 C
(1,395 mAh/g) and 5C (726 mAh/g) with higher coulombic
efficiencies (100%). For prototype pouch cells, this cathode
material exhibited a high capacity (890 mA/g) at 0.2 C and stable
cycling performance (634 mA/g) after 120 cycles.

Wang et al. (2019) synthesized MoN-nitrogen doped carbon
using the template free hydrothermal process. MoN@NC has the
ability to enhance electrical conductivity and facilitates electron
transfer process as well as kinetics of ion diffusion. At 0.2 A/g
current density, this anode material displayed a capacity of 760
mAh/g after 200 cycles, and an initial discharge capacity of 873
mAh/g with a 61.2% columbic efficiency. For rate capabilities, a
higher capacity of 640 mAh/g was observed at 0.1 A/g and at 0.5
A/g current density, a higher capacity of 720mAh/g was delivered
after 60 cycles which displayed a good rate reversibility. In terms
of long cycling performance, this electrode material displayed
a higher capacity of 571 mAh/g at 1 A/g current density after
800 cycles with a capacity retention over 100%. This showed that
MoN@NC has potential for use in LIBs.

Sodium-Ion Batteries (NIBs)
Furthermore, it is of interest to note that metal nitrides have
shown desirable performance in sodium-ion batteries.

Liu S.-L. et al. (2016) reported on Mo2N as an anode
material for sodium-ion batteries. Their results exhibited that
porous Mo2N nanobelts showed excellent cyclability, remarkable
reversible capacity, and high capacity retention rates of 85% over
200 cycles. Chen et al. (2017) synthesized 2D Ca2N and found its
application as an electrode material in NIBs. It is reported that
an initial discharge capacity of 1110.5 mAh g−1 at 50mA g−1

between 0 and 3V was achieved, that remains 327 mAh g−1 after
30 cycles.

Moreover, Yuan et al. (2019a) reported on the synthesis
of vanadium nitride nanohybrids quantum dots that were
implanted within porous shells of N-doped carbon hollow
spheres (VNQD@NC HSs). They investigated that this type
of nanohybrid can be used as an anode material for SIBs. It
facilitates transfer for electrons as well as Na+. The VNQD@NC
HSs electrode retards capacities of up to 361 mAhg−1 at a
current density of 0.1 Ag−1 after 200 cycles and delivers reversible
capacity of 306 mAh g−1 at 1 Ag−1 over 1,400 cycles.

Fuel Cell Application
Wu and Chen (2011) synthesized cubic copper nitride (Cu3N)
nanocrystals. They reported that in electrochemical studies, as-
synthesized Cu3N nanocubes showed excellent electrocatalytic
activity toward oxygen reduction. Such nanocrystals were found
to be a potent candidate to act as cathodic electrocatalysts in
alkaline fuel cells.

Seifitokaldani and Savadogo (2015) prepared titanium
oxynitride (TiON) using the sol-gel method for platinum-
based electrocatalysts in polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM)
fuel cells applications. TiON have shown a much higher
stability under high oxidation potential conditions. A Pt/TiON
electrocatalyst showed a higher active surface area than
Pt/C electrocatalyst.

Tian et al. (2018) reported on the synthesis of hierarchical
binary titanium-based nitrides (Ti0.8Co0.2N) for fuel cell
applications. This oxygen electrocatalyst showed its application
both in alkaline zinc-air fuel cells and hydrogen-air, exhibiting
high power density and stability especially for alkaline Zn-air fuel
cells. Doping of Co in titanium, modifies the electronic structure,
which increased the intrinsic activity of titanium nitrides for
oxygen reduction.

Hence, metal nitrides may be used for fuel cell application
because of their greater stability, surface chemistry stability,
corrosion resistance, and enhanced mass transport properties.

In general, the above-mentioned results showed that metal
nitrides have various applications in several emerging fields such
as SCs, fuel cells, LIBs, solar cells, etc. The scalability of synthetic
protocols and device relevant properties are considered to be an
important research area which requires proper attention in the
future. Hence, through ongoing multi-disciplinary work in the
field of nitrides, we can expect many new investigations to come
in time.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE OUTLOOKS

In this focus review, synthetic routes of nitrides and their
energy applications are presented. Nanosized metal nitrides are
versatile for use in multifunctional platforms. It is predictable
that many more applications are likely to be achieved in the
future, especially in energy platforms.

Many synthetic strategies have been developed to produce
metal nitrides. For the synthesis of nitrides, the main route
is ammonia reduction annealing. The hydrothermal method
is the most commonly used as many metal nitrides can be
synthesized with different morphologies according to heating
time, however for synthesis of metal nitride films this method is
not suitable because film thickness obtained is not so uniform.
For this purpose, the sputtering method is mostly used as the
thickness of the prepared film is uniform but its capacitance may
be low because of its compactness. Similarly, the salt template
method can be used to obtain metal nitrides with different
shapes. Electrospinning is useful to obtain electrodes with special
morphologies through the adjustment of current parameters. At
present, most metal nitrides are synthesized by the hydrothermal
method or solid state method of synthesis. TiN is the most
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studied example of metal nitrides. In SCs, composites of titanium
and vanadium nitride have shown excellent results because of
their good electrical conductivity and enhanced charge transfer
rate. TiN@MnO2 and VN/C have shown excellent results with
specific capacitances of 386 and 249 F/g having capacities of 111.7
and 75.8% capacity retention after 4,000 and 5,000 cycles. In LIBs,
cation deficient GaN nanowires have shown higher capacities of
746.5 mAh/g, indicating that many other metal nitrides that have
cation defects can be proved helpful to boost lithium ion storage
in LIBs for future use. Furthermore, TiN-O-OMC displayed
excellent specific capacitance (1,395 mAh/g); this showed that
the surface oxidation of metals can be helpful for LIBs. Metal
nitrides show attractive high-rate capabilities for EES devices and
also enhanced catalytic reactivity for fuel cells, as they are highly
conductive in nature and show good reactivity. Nanostructured
metal nitrides generally show better performance than bulk
materials because of their decreased particle size and higher
surface area. Some metal nitrides started to decompose during
the process of cycling as they are unstable in aqueous electrolyte.
So, in order to prevent decomposition, coating of metal nitrides
must be achieved by some protective layers. This will improve
cycling life and reactivity; some additional investigations are also
needed to design some analogous techniques to realize the full
breadth of available chemical properties and optical responses of
these materials.

Nanostructuredmetal nitrides still deserve further exploration
because of their unique physical, chemical, and electrochemical
properties. Furthermore, in-situ characterization techniques
require better study, to improve the understanding of synthesized
nanomaterials and the mechanisms of reaction, as well as
find new methods of lithium/sodium storage and reaction
pathways. Moreover, highly reproducible and cost-effective

methods of synthesis are more favorable to obtain metal
nitrides showing outstanding performances. Future studies
should focus on tuning synthesis for monodispersed metal
nitride NPs and field flow fractionation to separate NPs
of different sizes. Synthesis of TiN MXene is reported by
wet chemical etching method, but this is hazardous for
the environment as it requires strong acids (HF, HCl, and
HNO3), hence the hydrothermal method can be used for the
synthesis of nitride MXene in future. Design and production
of advanced flexible metal nitride-based electrodes required for
LIBs/SIBs is essential for the investigation of electronics. As
it is an interdisciplinary topic, it requires the cooperation of
researchers with expertise in several fields. Development of
synthetic methodologies for metal nitride synthesis presents
opportunities for future investigations, including study into
broadening material properties such as size, shape, and surface
protection functionalization, of materials. Further development
of sustainable and clean electrode materials with novel
compositions that are environmentally friendly is needed.
Moreover, electrode materials for different electrochemical
applications should be selected by computer simulation and
optimization of different experimental parameters. For SCs, the
development of asymmetrical hybrid SCs can be used as an
effective and efficient way to meet market demands for energy
density of SCs.
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